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GENERIC CONSTRU~IQN OF NON-CYCLIC 
DliVISlON ALGEBRAS 
6 0. Introduction and summary 
L,trt k{, hc a ti&i, &i(k,) that part crf the Brauer group E;(ko) ctf k, consisting 
of all ko+t?ntral simple slgebrss plit by some obAzo extension I of k, and de- 
fiitd by a SWZWWW factor set of Hz{ G, I*), witk G = Gai(I,‘k,, ). 
1 H this paper, a device is const rut ted to make oertain proper ties of 8: (ko) cd- 
cuiablc, in the tense that. for every abelian I/k0 with Gait//k,) = G, the symmetric 
part Hz(G, I*) of E&G, I+) is made cxpli~it. In fact, if G is the direct product of 
r cyclic groups, and of order n. then ever): crossed product in H$G, I*) of degree 
II can by obtained in a generic way as f&ws: bet k4-+ U, , . . . , t:,) bo a purely 
transcendental field extension uf k,, and G = I$__,Z/n,Z. Then let Cl (i = I, . . . .O 
act on I by 
where Ipj is a ~~~r:rat~r for Z/!t& and X E 1. It is immediately clear that c;I”’ = Si 
(i’l... . II I) commutes with the clemcnts of 1. DentAng {q , . , . , s,) by S and 
W I@‘* l * U,) by 0”’ we look at the nowommutative potynomial rtng QS)(Uj and 
prove 
Of course, one would like the skew fiefd I,? = I(S)(Uj to pc~sess nice properties 
that distinguish it from other members of the Brtluer group of k&S). As usual, we 
denote by e(D) the exponent of p, i.e. the order of the class f PI of J? in f@(C. 1(S)*). 
0f course. one would have liked 0 to be such that HP) equals the order of C. 
There is only one non-cyciic group G for which have been constructed ivision 
algebras 0 with exponent equal to its order, viz. the four-group I’J (cf. f I. Ch. 1 11, 
1.3). (4) ). Theorem 1 uys, in particular, ithat if G is cyclic, then the exponent 
e(Q) of the cyclic division algebra 0 is equal to its degree CL Furthermore, if r is 
a prime power and G cyclic then 0 is a P~MV Agebra; i.e., 0 is not she tensor 
product of two or more &&$)-central division algebras. 
It is recalled that ifk, is a field of algebraic numbers, or, more generally, a 
field for which an Attin map exists (cf. 15, Ch. I t ) ), then every element of Bfkll) 
is similar to a cyclic division algebra with this property, and B(ko) = 8,(ko). This 
paper does not contain anything like a new method to determine the strut-sure of
&_k,). thereby replacing part of the methods of classical field theory. 
However, let G be non-cyclic; then we can assert hat. at least, for cvrtain 
choices of k, and 1. the skew field 0 of Theorem 2 is non-cyclic (i.e., it does not 
contain a cyclic extension of degree n). Whether p is always non-cyclic is unknown 
but probable. 
Theorem 3 implies that for every non-s- IJic G there exist non-cyclic division 
algebras. Hitherto, only for the group Vs r;on-cyclic division algebras were known 
to exist (cf. (3). 14) ). 
Tfaeorem 2 is due to F. van Oystaeyen, who is preparing apaper containing a 
special&ion theory for (central simple) algebras. In that paper, the universal and 
fun~to~~~~ike aspects of the type of division algebras of the present paper are 
being expounded f9f. as well as a structure theorem for central simple algebras 
urcly inseparable extension. 
$1. Proof of Theorem 1 
The proof relics on the facet that the non-commutative polynomial ring /[cl] h3s 
no zero-divisors. This is easily proved by induction on the number of $indeter- 
minates U. Note that the eentre of the algebrn l[U) is k&5”). 
Let S- t denote the set (5; ‘. . . . , s; ‘) and consider the ring Z[q Qp, 
This ring can aIso by looked upon in a differcot way. Lzt the element W,: P 
ISl k, /S,.Y- ‘3. 
of U- 1 
act on elements XE I 3s they should. 
Then WC cm speak of the ring /[U, C - * 1, and there arc two ring homomorphisms: 
defined by 
defined by 
It is immediate that @ ~2 I) and $ 0 @ are the identity maps cm their respective 
domains; hence 
Now extend the centx k&Y, S--t ] of these rings tcs k,(S). We get 
because very element of k&S) commutes with every element of 1, so that, in 
fact, I ~*~~~~~ is the rational function field wer I in the indeterminates sl, . o . , s,. 
Every element of 0 can be (uniquely) written as a polynomial 
with a,) . . Llr EI(S)andO~vi<,Iifori~ I,..., 
theno+.. . . , 
r. If Q is an arbitrary ekment of G, 
Op, with 0 6 vi < tti and the ir~onmCat UBr =r Ur’ , . . U,y of 0 
acts; an l(s) via uox = ha Li’o, XE I(S). Computing a factor set (I;, 7) from the 
quations Lo& = ca, ,.Uor. we obstxvc first that Cr,U, = W&Jo for ail pairs 
0. i E G. We infix, furthermore, that all c,, t ‘s arc qual to I, except thw ones 
for which the decomposition 
where 7 = (oy l . . . , e) with 0 G pi C ni, contains terms coyI , a~~ witk pi + Ii z 
Of mod ~~1. Suth terms have vipfue si z 67’. From a well-kno\ln tJ&orem 
(cf. [6], Ch. 5, 94) it follows that P is a crossed product (G, I(S)~kO(S), (c, f) $. 
To show that D is a skew field, it is sufficient to prove that 0 has nc) z&- 
divisors. Let f, R E n f7C: U *g, and fs + 0. Then we may multiply the latter 
equation with an element a(S) 6~ k&S), such &at a(S) l f’ l g = $” - e = 0 with 
f + 0 +g* in /ill]. This contradicts the fact that lr[Uj has no zer<+divisors. 
Ts complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that a symmetric factor set 
{CO ,) of fff(G, I*) iskO -rational. For let the crossed product (G, f/k*.{ P, ?) ) 
kx bnerated by u, (u E G) over I, th’e inner automorphism defined by 01, indwing 
Q on 1 and uo,u,= Fa f~ar = FI .uo 
for a11 p, U. 7 E G <e have P,‘,“, I 
. !Obviously, the II, commute pairwise. Then 
?,,,,u~ and, consequently, 
5 2. Proa,f of fheorem 2 
Without loss of generality, we ma!! assume that G is 3 p-group. Remark first tflat 
the skew field 0 by a weI1-known theorem (cf. [ 7]1 p p. 122) decomposes into 3 
tensor product D1 QD . 
mdp;l,. . . 
. 0 l& over Q&S), with pi of degree ~7 (j = I, . . . p q). 
, p2 the different powers of the prime number p,- dividing N. TJlen 
the decomposition G = ?T& Z&Z of G we started from, to compute the pith 
component Vj of D as follows: If ni = $1 . . . pp Ii = I, . . . , I), then obviously, 
forj= 1,. . . ,q.wehaveri=rli+. . . + f The p.th component of G is 
ll~,l’~ij), where Nij , , =n./ptii. Thus the ah&m Vj Lan be written $(S)[UTli, . . . . iJy 1, 
where $ is the (maximal) pj-subex tension of f/k,,. Note further that a suitable power 
of Ur”” equals Si. The conclusion is that Pj is an algebra of precisely the type we 
constructed in the introduction, with tJi’ = iI;@ (i = 1, . . . ) r) as the new indeter- 
minatcs (but possibly with too many indcterminates si in the centre ko(S) because, 
not every pj needs actually divide every fji; however, adjoining indeterminates to
the centre of P division a&bra does not change its exponent in the correspond& 
Brauer group, as is easily seen). The order of P in the Brauer group is equal to the 
product of the orders of Qj, and hence we are reduced to the case that G is a p- 
group. 
Thus, let G be a p-group and let its order decompose as n = p”’ ; assurnc G of 
type(p”‘1, * , . , p”“) with I+ = p”’ and rvt = FFI! + . . . +m,. Then p 2 C$,, pi 
with, using the usual notation for cyclic algebras ([bj , Ch. 3, 5 5). Di = 
(Z/p*lZ, l,@)/k,(S), si) a cyclrc division algebra of index $“I. lJk(, being the sub- 
extension of l/$, left fvted by 0 imod Z/p”%!). Without further loss we may as- 
sume thatm! >m2 2.. .>Fn,. Suppose thatm,=. . .=~?l;~~dnrj+l #Fnjfor 
IbjGr.Ttte tt n IC assumption that the exponent of the division algebra 0, = 
v,m.. @ &$ in 6(k,(S)) is equal topmi implies that the sxponent of P is equal 
to ~“‘1 as well. Indeed, for any pk(mi+ i Q k < ml ) we have 
where iiZ.{,k,tS)) is a full matrix ring over k,(S) for some A’. because very division 
algebra is killed by a multiple of its index and opk ,], is not a full matrix ring by 
assumptian. Thus we are reduced to the case that nrl = nr2 = . . . = M,. 
To tackle this case, first observe that I$ (k < srrl ) is similar to (C, /(S)&,(S). 
I@ . . * sr”)). TI us is well-known (cf. [7], Theorems 4.4.3). In the level of the 
pj, tLs m&s that ot . IS similar to 0; = (Z/p’“iZ, ~t&Q/k,-,(S), @b. where Ii is as 
before. The algebra 0; is generated over Ii(S) by an element: UF, say, satisfying the 
relation U!?‘i = f* which acts as c/;X = XQiLI; on l&S). Now put @ = rfi 
T= {I,, . . . , t,} , and look at the subalgebra 0,” = (Z/p”iZ, li( 7’jlko( 79, ri) of D,!, 
generated over Ij( r) by !_I:. The algebra 0; IS isomorphic to Vi under the map 
defined by 
#t<Xi) =hi for Xi f li I 
Purthcrmore there is an isomorphism 
fat the ~vuious map (S is in the centre of 0;). From this we get an isomorphism 
where the algebra 0’ (with tensor product taken cover k&S)) is similar to OFk 
and 0“ can be written g” = g“ @~O&+S), with D”: = @TzI QiJ taken over the 
centre&+nof Dr(i= 1.. . . , r). However. P”’ is isomorphic to P under the map 
which cdrries I into @izl li = I and si in&s t,- (j = 1 q . . . . r). 
Now, if the division afgebra P”’ with centre k,(7) were split completely by 
k,(S). that is, if P”’ were a fulf matrix ring over kO(S), then the degree 
[&JW : +&nl would have to be at least eqti top?” = (f(S) : k,(S)]. Howtm~, 
[k&i) : k, 177 ] = tik <pm, a contradictian. 
g 3. Proof of Themem 3 
LAX, under the assumption of Theorem 3, X be a set of k-indleterminates such 
that I = k(X); then k, is the fixed field of G in I and, using the visual notation for 
crossed products, we may write 
Note that S and X are k-algebraicatIy independent sets. Theorem 3 is actually a 
~~~~~~~a~ to the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.1. Under the assumptions of Tftcorent 3, fet the order n (ld’G be a 
prime pvwer. The division afgebra p does nor contain an abelian (maximal) strb- 
jiefd l’/k&) admitting an au~omorphism of order swictfy greater han all the orders 
of the efements @C. 
Proof. Let f’/k(S’) be a maxlmai abelian subfield of P with the property of the 
proposition. Then t contains a subfield I” with Gal(!“/k&))I ZE 2!/n”Z, nrr greater 
than the orders of the eiements of G. Without Doss of general Ity, we may assume 
k to contain a primitive Gh root of ;Inity 5. [One may even assume k to be al- 
gebraicillly c:osed, for our proof of the pioperty that 0 js a division algebra does 
not depend on the nature of k. Thus, if the extension of k, ‘to k, ( f) leads to a 
proper reduction of Galois groups, Gal(l”(~)/k(_,!!Z, 5)) $ Gal(Z”‘/k(S)j, then this 
means that k&) and J’ are not k-linearly disjoint. And this :ImpIies that 
I? 8~pk,(k. S). with k an algebraic losure of k, has r.cro-diviwrs, viL. in the 
field f QDkts )k(Z: S’L * contrary to what has been stated.1 
Now let r’ = k&S) (0). with 0”” E k,(S); from the Skolem-Noether theorem it 
follows that there exists a u E P such that u0 = LOU. Without ioss of generality we 
may assume that u (resp. 0) is of the form u = T;a,, . . r4t l.$‘l . . UF (resp. 
8 = Z&t .~,,U~t..L~)withaVl ..,Ek(X] (resp.bMt _,+Ek(X])andthe 
vi and + positive integers. This is a consequence of the fact that k,[X, S] is a 
unique factorization domain, and of the fact that the multiplication of 0 by an 
element from k,(S) does not change Its ?Icfining properties. Besides. td acts in the 
same manner on 0 as au, for every a in rhe centrc k,(S) of I?. 
We order the terms of the expressions for u and 8 lin,early by increasing total 
degree v1 + . . . +vr of the monomials Uyt . . . (~‘7. and the terms with equal total 
degree according to increasing degrees of the U, , and if the degrees of the L;, are 
equal, according lo increasing degrees of the W2, etc. 
Lemma 3. I. Witla the ordering of the tetwts of the efemen ts tgf k(X) [ Y) just 
mentioned the least term of the product of two eiements of k(X) [ Y] is equal to 
the ptoduet of' the least terms of the factors. 
Indeed, the proof of this fact does not differ from the one for the commutative 
case, as the degree of every 6: does not change when the monomials by’. . . Ur* 
are interchanged with the elements of k(X). 
Irt4q~ . . . ifre be the least term of N and bl/r 1 . . . Uiyr the least term of 0, 
then from the equation NC) = C&A we draw the equation ab” = aTb, where a, b 
Ek(Xj anda,7EG. Leta=p, . . . ps be a decomposition of a into irreducible 
factors in k(X] , and 6 = q1 . . . qt one for tr. Then pi . . . p:’ = a* and qy . . . q,O = b” 
are decomposition of a* and b* , respectively. The irreducible factors are determined 
up tn fat tors from k. 
Cancelling a factor in the right- and left-hand side of the equation ab” = {aTb, 
there are the foilowing possibilities: 
( i). For some i ( 1 G i < s) we have pi 
c mus;t be a PI+ h
= ~pf with Q E k. In this case the element 
root of unity. M the order of r in G, m dividing n” but strictly 
smaller than n”. 
(ii). Ifp, =d$ withi # i, u E k, then &I pi = p: ‘!d. and substitution in the 
equation leads to the cancellation of p? and ts the disappearance of 4. 
(iii). If pi =~q, 4 f k, thlcn also $’ ‘= py/~, and the factor o can be removed 
ther with q. Proceeding; in this way. one can cancel all pi and qj and one is 
left with an expression for 1 as a product of nzth rocpats of unity. m < n”. This is a 
contradiction because n” is is prime power. 
I”& fi&hes the proof of the Froposition. 
Root. Let K/k be kg-algebraically independent of k(X, S). The tletd K is an alge- 
braic extension of a purely transcendental extension P/k*. So the set M tf S remains 
braicaify independent over P and Theorem I can be applied with k, = P. We 
have seen. however, that it remains valid over any algebraic extension of k, = P as 
well; hence also for K, 
Proof. Decompose G into itsq-components, G s$ Gq, q running through a 
finite set of primesI? The extension k(x)/ko splits accordingly into as many 
mutually linearly disjoint err tensions lqfko witlb Gal($/kO) Z+S Gq by Galuis theory. 
We have A0 Ga!(~q/S)/ko(J~) 25 Gq with not every Gq cyclic, and the symmetricity 
of the fazror set defining 0 makes D to be the tensor product of the crossied prc- 
ducts Dq = CC,. I,(S)Ik,(S). {cqp .), where {c~. o ?) is a symmetric factor set 
fez Gq lying in k&). (One can e&n prove that &ii factor set may be taken in the 
multiplicative monoid generated by the set S.) 
One can precisely compute which monomials in I/ generate Dq over 1&S). Let 
f+ = 4”’ * ai with (Q/. Q) = 1, and (I a (temporarity) fixed prime of !! Then, ob 
vilify & 2 $(S?fUlfl, . . . , UT]. Assume P is a cyclic division algebra; then 0 
contains acyclic extension L/kO(S) which is maximal and with Gaiois group Z,/nZ; 
l3 bs a crossed product for Z/RZ defined by a sytnmetric factor set in k&T). This 
means that we can decompose P in such a fashion that the qth component $i++ of 
cyclic of degree qrn (m = IT+ + . . . +m,) and with maximal subfield the (unique) 
Q 3. Proof of Theortvn 3 129 
k&Y)-subextension L, of t. Thus, letting 9 free again, every D, is cyclic. We have 
to show that this is false. 
Let 9. E P be a prime such that Gqo = Go is not cyclic, and let k(Go) denote 
the invariant field of GO in I = ik(A’). Furthermore, let q , . . . , l?t (t > 1) be the 
different, PZ~‘s which are divisible by go. If ni = 97 - Bi (i = I+. . . , I), (q, 9U~ = 1, 
then look at the division algebra 
v’ 
90 
ifit k(x) (S) [wy . .. . , r/,“r] 
with centre k(Go) (,S). This algebra is isamorphic to Dqo @~~o,S,I’(s). where 
with ‘Ir, the (unique) maximal 90-extension i  IfkO, is the yoth component of p; 
and I’ is the composite of all the ‘(r (9 E P) with 9 # 90. One has to note that I’ 
commutes with D9o within 0. It is immediate that Pi0 is a cyclic algebra if D,, 
is. 
Now the proposition applies to the subalgebra 
Of obo with centre k{G,) (st, . . . , s&, taking k(Go) instead of k, as groundfield. 
But Corollary 3.2. then says 
is non-cyclic as well, because k(Go) (23) is purely transcendental over k(Go)(sI, . . . , sr) 
with basis&, . . . , sr}, while being algebraically independent over k( Go) of 
W)Is,, 8 l . , st). This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. One should not believe that one may drop from the proposition the 
assumption that the maximal subfield of 0 is abelian. Albert has proved that for 
every Hilbertian iield K, any K-central simple algebra 0 of‘degree ncontains a 
(non-galoisian) maximal separable subfield L/A’ of degree 1’1 and Galois group the 
symmetric group S, of degree n (cf. [6], Ch. 4, $7). The fie!ds k*(S) of this paper 
are Wilbertian fields, because they are purely transcendental over k, (cf. (81 for 
further references). 
Ramark 2. There do not exist non-cyclic kg-central algebras if k, is an algebraic. 
extension of a prime field or a function field in one variable over a finite field. 
fkn~c, ontr may ask what is the minimum number ot indeternlinates that have to 
trc adjoined to a prime field (F, or Q) in cbrder that t we exist non-cyclic algebras 
mm the c)o, tcndcd field. Employing Theorem 3 (Let every Z/P@ ac: t on ni indcter- 
rn~~at~s, appIy~n~ the Tschirnhausen transformation ta reduce them to rzI-- l)* one 
c~~putcs readily that for p + 2 a purely transcendental extension of FP (rcsp. of 
Q) af 4 tariabtes is the centre of a non-cyclic division algebra, which is a crossed 
product with respect o the group V4 S Z/22 X ;EsZZ. In *the general case one can, 
s~~~a~~y* reduce the transtzenden td degree to q * . , . +n, 
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